An extended abstract of a paper on the subject of:

**Geopolitical strategy of the state of crisis society: state of scientific researches**

**Problem setting.** The geopolitics is a science that defines a strategic orientation of the state. It is vital to develop citizens’ political culture. It is impossible to take political decisions without taking into account a geopolitical polarization of foreign political and economic priorities the world countries first of all such giants as the USA, Russia, Germany, Japan, China etc. have. These priorities constitute huge geopolitical poles.

At current development stage Ukraine is in crisis both politically and economically. This crisis covers monetary, fiscal and social fields and inevitably deteriorates social well-being and expectations of market actors and average citizens.

According to conclusions the Oxford Analytica, an international consulting company engaged into analysis of global situation, has made the Ukrainian crisis is local. However it impacts events far abroad. In particular the Ukrainian crisis negatively influences the Russian economy and can potentially result in a political instability in Russia.

**Recent research and publications analysis.** Papers by D. Baziv, S. Bodruk, O. Vasylyevskyi, M. Vegesh, A. Hahlenskyi, O. Hryniv, M. Honchar, M. Kulinich, M. Mykhalsenko, M. Trebin have a big influence on the determination of approaches to the role and place of Ukraine in the modern geopolitical area. V. Abramov, V. Bohdanovych, M. Yezheyev, D. Kuchma, N. Nyzhnyk, H. Sytnyk, M. Shyvchenko and others have been researching state geopolitical strategies in the context of public administration in the field of national security.

**Paper objective** is to analyze a state of researches of state geopolitical strategic development.

**Paper main body.** The article generalizes data from various scientific resources covering the role and place of Ukraine in the modern geopolitical area. The article analyzes the state of scientific researches of state geopolitical strategic development.

The author has defined the influence the geopolitics makes on Ukrainian public administration in particular on setting of strategic tasks of foreign political course of Ukraine in terms of globalization and integration to the global area.

**Conclusions of the research.** The conducted analysis of scientific resources enables us to make the following conclusions. Scientists engage into a public
discourse of theoretical and methodological aspects of the state geopolitical strategy with due regard to scientific grounds to Ukraine’s foreign politics and national security.

The researcher found that the geopolitics in a certain way influenced the Ukrainian public administration in particular the setting of strategic tasks of foreign political course of Ukraine in terms of globalization and integration to the global area.

However today the certain aspects of the researched problem are not studied enough. Among them there are the determination of possible development trends for the society in the context of integration processes; Ukraine’s development in modern Euro-integration and globalization; Europeanization of national public administration etc.